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SIS showed its new cousins some of its
secrets and trained American recruits to the
American OSS. It reached an agreement on
dividing the world for secret intelligence

Each side began to reinforce the other's
mistakes, and to feed one another's needs to
supply intelligence findings that reinforced the
preconceptionsand rationalisedthe actionsof a
Prime Minister and a President who had already
decided to go to war. .

The findings that were supplied have since
blown up in their faces, to their considerable

Europeans assume that if Bush is given a new mandate,
international affairs will continue to be dominated by an
American government with unilateralist, pre-emptive and

politically utopian poliCies,They conclude that events wil1
deepen existing tension and divisions between the US and

Europe, and that the argument that puts forward the shared values
of Americans and Europeans would no longer be convincing

operations, excluding the Americans from most
secret intelligence work in Europe and
establishing strict rules of protocol.

The cold war, American, money and muscle
- and the Cambridge spies plus George Blake
- changed this, making the SIS increasingly a
subcontractor to the CIA. It nonetheless

. remained the o!1ly friendly global intelligence
network, and brains'sometimes trumped money
and brute force.

At some point, probably recent, probably as
a consequence of the shift in American policy
after9/11and thedecisionof TonyBlairto back'
to the hilt George W Bush's ill-defmedand
open-ended 'war on leITor', the intelligence
relinionship took a disastrous tiD.

politicaldisadvantage.
There had been, in fact if not intention,a

collaborative intelligence corruption. Had the
London-Washington intelligence intimacy been
less, the scramble to please would not have
enjoyed transatlantic reinforcement; the
dissenters in the.two agencies would hav~ been
less easily dismissed, and the final output Closer
to the truth. Many now dead might be alive, and
much miserv avoided.

The SeDateCommittee report findings have
made it possible for Bush to say he w:entwrong
only because he believed what the CIA told him.
Now George Tenet is gone, CIA refonns \\,11
mlJke it impossible for this to happen again. The
N'("""1'"Ihf'T""'f'T ~e" J..n-e"c'-"".1.

It is not so simple for Blair. He, his
gov~rnment,and the SIS have sufferedmost
from the affair.Until now,British intelligence
has had a high reputation in Washington,
WesternEuropeandelsewhere.

Butler's citation of material sent to
Downing Street (and parliament), stripped of the
qualifications that said it came from sources
'open to doubt', 'severely flawed', later
'withdrawn as unr<:liable', or only included ror
its 'eye-catching character", has greatly
damaged the SIS reputation for professionalism
and political integrity.

This is important for a political reason,
connected 'to Britain's relationship to the.
European Union. Europe's respect for the SIS as
an intelligence service is one of Britain's most
impcrtant international assets, ranking with the
British awed services in the respect it
commands in Europe.

The debate anticipating the promised
. British referendum on the European constitution

(and euro membership) will press Britain
towards a final decision on its degree of
commitment to the.EU.

The British government and political class
continue to assume that their rival American and
European relationships can be managed without
drama, but this may not remain true.

The policies of the Bush administration,
and Blair's resolute commitment to Bush's
leadership have undennined that assumption for
many Europeans. They expect American
election day in November to be a crucial date in
the Eum-American relationship.

~hey assume that if Bush is !liven a new

to be dominated by an American government
with unilateralist,pre-emptiveand politically
utopian policies. They conclude that events
will deepen existing tension and divisions
between the US and Europe, and that the
argument that puts forward the sharedvalu~s
of Americans and Europeans would no
longer be convincing.

Hete the British intelligence relationship
with the CIA becomes a serious problem.
Western Europeans have in the past made
grudging allowance for the SIS's compromising
Washington intimacies, and for Britain's deep
involvement in a US-British-Canadian-
Australian communications interception system
that is widely thought by Europeansto be
exploited for conunercial advaritage.

A second problem is Blair's decision to
restructure British armed forces to function as
subordinate units led bv the US. This
renunciation of the primordial capacity for
autonomous national defence seems to them an
abdicationof sovereignty,far more important
than anything implied in the European
constitution. It ",ill leave France as the only
European country other than Russia that is
capable of autonomous and integrated air, sea
and ground operations under national command.

Some Europeans would welcome Bush's
re-election, believing it would make inevitable
a decision by the bulk of the EU countries to
construct a serious European political and
strategicentity.They think that essential,and
want Britainto belongto it. Butthey arguethat
if Britain votes to reject a European
C()Tl<t;t"t;I""'~'J..-:~,"_""_' '


